DISC Meeting December 12, 2018

Attendees: Kelly Rowan, Rebel Cummings-Sauls, Dean DeBolt, Elena Soltau, Elijah Scott, Joanne, Keila Zayas Ruiz, Krystal, Lee Dotson, Lydia Motyka, Marielle (UNF), Melissa VandeBurgt, Xiying Mi

Announcement:

OER Summit will be held on Feb 27-28, 2019 in Orlando.

USD Digital Symposium will be held on April 30, 2019.

DLF will be held in Tampa October 2019.

Members please help out with migrating the DISC wiki page to the new libguide page.

Updates:

Rebel:

1. Right statements for PALMM collections are due in January to FLVC. Members need to submit their own right statements from rightstatement.org. After the deadline, FLVC will go ahead exam the collections and assign right statements.
2. Move from Archon to Archive Space. The project is expected to be finished by the end of March in 2019. FIU and FGCU have finished their work and other member are encouraged to move and also share the noticeable differences.
3. FLVC annual report is due today. Members asked about the report in the past, especially about the digital services section of FLVC and Elrijh has explained the annual report is on calendar year instead of fiscal year and the past reports are not easily findable and accessible on FLVC website. He later shared reports from the past in email.
4. DPLA projects will move forward regardless of its recent personnel changing (6 staff members are laid off). Members asked about the focus of DPLA: ebooks vs. culture heritage collections. Keila explained ebooks are the current focus for it has been started long time ago while all the cultural heritage projects will still go forward as planned as everything is in place.
5. SPARC membership. Rebel asked the group if it is of interests of DISC members to pursuit group membership to SPARC.
6. Membership to NDLTD. FALSC can pursue the group membership to NDLTD financially to support institutes in the states which produce thesis and dissertations to have their thesis and dissertations indexed. No cost to individual institutions. All agreed. The next step is FALSC will contact each institution to confirm the agreement and work through the process.
7. Metadata subgroup update: the group is working on update the metadata guidelines for DISC. They started to plan to work on 10 elements but ended up with 11.